Basic Classification – Part 1: Four-year or higher focused institutions

Institutions conferring >=20 research doctorates

Research index

Highest segment

Middle segment

Lowest segment or not calculable

Institutions conferring >=50 master's degrees & <20 research doctorates

Number of master's conferred

>=200

>=100 & <200

<100

Institutions conferring <50 master's degrees & <20 research doctorates, with >=50% degrees 4-year or higher

% baccalaureate degrees in arts & sciences

>=50%

<50%

Institutions conferring degrees in a single field or concentrated area

Field/area of focus

Religion

Medicine

Health professions

Engineering

Technology

Business

Arts

Law

Other

Institutions conferring >=20 research doctorates

Institutions conferring >=50 master's degrees & <20 research doctorates

Institutions conferring <50 master's degrees & <20 research doctorates, with >=50% degrees 4-year or higher

Institutions conferring degrees in a single field or concentrated area

Further details on the classifications and their categories can be found in the definitions section of the Classification web site, http://carnegieclassifications.iu.edu/definitions.php.
Further details on the classifications and their categories can be found in the definitions section of the Classification web site, [http://carnegieclassifications.iu.edu/definitions.php](http://carnegieclassifications.iu.edu/definitions.php).
Further details on the classifications and their categories can be found in the definitions section of the Classification web site, http://carnegieclassifications.iu.edu/definitions.php.
Further details on the classifications and their categories can be found in the definitions section of the Classification web site, http://carnegieclassifications.iu.edu/definitions.php.
Graduate Instructional Program – Part 1: Postbaccalaureate Institutions

All institutions

Confer only master’s and/or professional/other doctoral degrees

Confer exclusively undergraduate degrees

Not classified

N = 2,648

Doctoral institutions

Graduate Instructional Program Part 2

Postbaccalaureate institutions

Confer graduate degrees in one field

Confer degrees in field

Education

Business

Other field

Postbaccalaureate:
Single program - Education
N = 66

Postbaccalaureate:
Single program - Business
N = 102

Postbaccalaureate:
Single program - Other
N = 335

Postbaccalaureate:
Comprehensive programs

N = 93

Postbaccalaureate:
Education-dominant, with Arts & Sciences
N = 38

Postbaccalaureate:
Business-dominant, with Arts & Sciences
N = 127

Postbaccalaureate:
Other-dominant, with Arts & Sciences
N = 133

Postbaccalaureate:
Education-dominant, with other professional programs
N = 140

Postbaccalaureate:
Business-dominant, with other professional programs
N = 105

Postbaccalaureate:
Other-dominant, with other professional programs
N = 119

Postbaccalaureate:
Other-dominant
N = 108

Education

Business

Other field

Confer graduate degrees in arts & sciences

Confer plurality of degrees in arts & sciences

Confer plurality of degrees in business

Confer plurality of degrees in other field

Confer plurality of degrees in education

Further details on the classifications and their categories can be found in the definitions section of the Classification web site, http://carnegieclassifications.iu.edu/definitions.php.
Further details on the classifications and their categories can be found in the definitions section of the Classification web site, http://carnegieclassifications.iu.edu/definitions.php.
Further details on the classifications and their categories can be found in the definitions section of the Classification web site, http://carnegieclassifications.iu.edu/definitions.php.
Undergraduate Profile Classification

All institutions

Confer exclusively graduate degrees

N = 297

Confer undergraduate degrees

Institutions with undergraduates

Confer up to associate's degrees

Confer baccalaureate degrees

Not classified

Two-year institutions

Fall part-time enrollment %

Four-year institutions

Fall undergraduate part-time enrollment %

<60% & >=40%

<40% & <40%

<10% & >=40%

<20% & >20%

>=40% & =20%

<20% & <20%

>=20% & >=20%

<20% & <20%

>=20% & >=20%

<=20% & >20%

>20% & >20%

<20% & <20%

>=20% & >=20%

<20% & <20%

>=20% & >=20%

Two-year, higher part-time

Two-year, mixed part/full-time

Two-year, medium full-time

Two-year, higher part-time

Four-year, higher part-time

Four-year, medium full-time, inclusive, lower transfer-in

Four-year, medium full-time, inclusive, higher transfer-in

Four-year, medium full-time, selective, lower transfer-in

Four-year, medium full-time, selective, higher transfer-in

Four-year, full-time, inclusive, lower transfer-in

Four-year, full-time, inclusive, higher transfer-in

Four-year, full-time, selective, lower transfer-in

Four-year, full-time, selective, higher transfer-in

Four-year, full-time, more selective, lower transfer-in

Four-year, full-time, more selective, higher transfer-in

N = 510

N = 406

N = 269

N = 394

N = 449

N = 150

N = 294

N = 4

N = 157

N = 275

N = 542

N = 142

N = 348

N = 299

N = 127

Test scores <40th percentile

Test scores >=40th percentile

Test scores <40th percentile

Test scores >=40th & <80th percentile

Test scores >=80th percentile

Fall entering undergraduates transfer %

Fall entering undergraduates transfer %

Fall entering undergraduates transfer %

Fall entering undergraduates transfer %

Fall entering undergraduates transfer %

Fall entering undergraduates transfer %

Fall entering undergraduates transfer %

Fall entering undergraduates transfer %

Fall entering undergraduates transfer %

Fall entering undergraduates transfer %

Further details on the classifications and their categories can be found in the definitions section of the Classification web site, http://carnegieclassifications.iu.edu/definitions.php.
Size & Setting Classification

All institutions
- Confer up to associate's degrees
- Confer baccalaureate degrees
- Confer exclusively graduate degrees

Two-year institutions
- Fall FTE enrollment
- <500 students
- 500-1,999 students
- 2,000-4,999 students
- 5,000-9,999 students
- >9,999 students

Four-year institutions
- <1,000 Fall FTE degree-seeking students
- 1,000-2,999 Fall FTE degree-seeking students
- 3,000-9,999 Fall FTE degree-seeking students
- >9,999 Fall FTE degree-seeking students

- % degree-seeking undergraduates live on campus
- 25% & <50% attend full time
- 25-50% attend full time
- >50% & >80% attend full time
- >=50% & >=80% attend full time

- % degree-seeking undergraduates live on campus
- 25% & <50% attend full time
- 25-50% attend full time
- >50% & >80% attend full time
- >=50% & >=80% attend full time

- % degree-seeking undergraduates live on campus
- 25% & <50% attend full time
- 25-50% attend full time
- >50% & >80% attend full time
- >=50% & >=80% attend full time

Further details on the classifications and their categories can be found in the definitions section of the Classification web site, http://carnegieclassifications.iu.edu/definitions.php.